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Society and Citizenship Committee Meeting 
  

Meeting attended by:  William Ranger, Maria Madalina Ifrim , Jack Swan, Sarthak Bhogal, Molly 
Stedman 

Absent from meeting: 
 

Deej Malik Johnson, Jiaqi Li, Sarah Seet, Kaarthigan Masilamany 

Sent apologies: 
 

Jiaqi Li 

Date:  05/12/2017 
 
 

Time: 3:00-5:00 

Secretary: Polly Barr 

Agenda Topic #1:  Deej’s Plans for the year Actions/Deadlines: 

Notes:   
 

 Deej did not attend 

 Voted for Will to act as chair for this committee 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Agenda Topic #2:  What do people want to achieve on the 
committee? 

 

Notes:   
 
WR wants to highlight and promote policies improving workers’ rights 

  As well as this, wants to improve on SU environmental 
policies, and perhaps further afield 

 
JS has two main interests: 

1) Students campaign off campus, engaging in issues that affect 
all people, getting people identifying with other issues 

2) Provision of training for students, campaigns training ie 
effective communication and better campaigning 

 
MI: have projects targeted to different campuses and 
accommodation, not just focused on the SU 

 Raise awareness between importance of volunteering and 
employability  

 
SB: deeper understanding of what is happening in the SU and to 
have a say in what policies are getting passed 

 
MS: make sure that decisions are being made are what I believe in 
and so I have a voice in the decision making  

 Refugees rights and scholarships,  
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 The university’s investments, where students’ money goes 
should reflect the ideals of the Uni 

 
 

Agenda Topic #3: Policy assigned to committee 
 

 

Notes: 
 

1. The Students’ Union should rename ‘Academy 2’ to 
‘Academy X’ 

 Raised concern over confusion about the fact that it would be 
called Academy X only for internal events 

 Suggested that the SU staff, PTOs and exec make sure to 
call it Academy X for internal events so there is consistency 

 A suggestion was made to facilitate an event/unveiling and 
use this event so explain the importance of the SU’s 
connection with Malcom X 

 It was also suggested that different faith groups and societies 
can take a lead on holding some kind of joined up event, this 
would also clear up confusion and allow students to learn 
more about who Malcom X was 

 The committee agreed that the least we can do is have a 
plaque  but proposed that the space could be called 
‘Academy 2 in honor of Malcom X’ or something along those 
lines 

2. The Students’ Union should call for the closing of all 
Immigration Detention Centres 

 Raised concerns over the clarity of this policy  

 The committee agreed that the wording of the policy is 
unclear as the policy states to ‘support’ campaigns regarding 
this, what exactly does support mean? Helping run 
campaigns or just releasing a statement? 

 Suggested that perhaps the SU can show solidarity 

 Proposed we have a petition but don’t want to act upon the 
policy until it is clear what is wanted from the SU 

 
 
 
 

1. Next committee meeting: 
ask Deej about the 
possible leeway of senate 
policies 

 

 Ask Deej about his 
thoughts on the discussion 
from this committee 
meeting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Next committee meeting: 
get clarity from deej over 
what he wants from the SU 

 MS: to ask the gen sec, 
Alex, is such issues ever 
arise in the uni, ie if they 
have a position on such 
issues 

 

Agenda Topic #4:Set 3 Priorities  

Notes:   
 

1) To widen participation in campaigning by increasing students’ 
engagement with exec officers 

2) To increase participation and campaigning through 
expanding the student activist base  
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3) Work with local community groups to boost students’ activity 
outside of the SU 

All priorities were voted and agreed upon.  
 
 
 

Agenda Topic #5: 
 

 

Notes:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


